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1 IntroductionAlgebraic topology has provided signi�cant techniques for the investigation ofthe dynamics of nonlinear systems. The most celebrated result is probablythat of the Lefschetz �xed point theorem which in its simplest form can bestated as follows [3]. Let f : X ! X be a continuous map on a compactmanifold and let fn : Hn(X) ! Hn(X) denote the induced map on n-th co-homology group. If P1n=0(�1)ntr(fn) 6= 0, then f has a �xed point. Thishas proven to be a powerful technique for determining the existence of �xedpoints of continuous functions. Through the use of zeta functions the Lefschetztheorem becomes an e�ective tool for proving the existence of periodic orbits.In the context of gradient ows, Morse theory via the Morse inequalities, hasproven to be an extremely important means of relating the local dynamics abouthyperbolic �xed points with the global topology of the underlying manifold.Again, these ideas can be extended into systems with periodic orbits, i.e. Morse-Smale di�eomorphisms and ows, and further ([5]). With the discovery of theubiquity of much more complicated dynamics, often referred to as chaos, andwith the realization of the important role it plays in the long-term or asymptoticdynamics of nonlinear systems, attempts to characterize this behavior in termsof algebraic invariants have been made. Perhaps the most notable is M. Shub'sentropy conjecture [23] which states that for f : X ! X a C1 map on a compactmanifold a lower bound on the entropy of f is given by the spectral radius off� (for a proof when f is a C1 map see [27]).In this paper a new algebraic characterization of chaotic dynamics is pre-sented. In particular, it is shown that the spectrum of the Conley index can beused to guarantee the existence of horseshoes. To be more precise, recall thatgiven a topological space X and a continuous function f : X ! X , a set S � Xis invariant if f(S) = S and for N � X its maximal invariant set is given byInv(N; f) := fx 2 N j 9 fxng1n=�1 � N such that xn+1 = f(xn) and x0 = xg:A compact set N � X is an isolating neighborhood ifInv(N; f) � intNand an invariant set S is isolated if there exists an isolating neighborhood Nsuch that S = Inv(N; f). The cohomological Conley index (discussed furtherbelow) associates to each isolated invariant set S a graded vector space CH�(S)and a graded linear automorphism ��(S) : CH�(S)! CH�(S).At the same time, recall that horseshoes are characterized by shift dynamicson �nite sets of symbols. Let�+2 := fa = (an)1n=0 j an 2 f0; 1ggand let T : �+2 ! �+2 be the shift map(T (a))n = an+1:2



Given a linear operator M , let �(M) denote the set of eigenvalues of Mwhere the eigenvalues are repeated according to their multiplicity. Given twosets A and B, their amalgamation A q B is obtained by taking the union of Aand B but by treating elements common to both A and B as distinct elementsin A qB. For example, f1g q f1g = f1; 1g where f1; 1g is a two element set.Finally, a set Q is cyclic if Q = [Ii=1Qi where Qi \Qj = ; for i 6= j andQi = fz 2 C j zni = xi; ni 2 Z+; xi 2 Zg:The main result of this paper is the following theorem.Theorem 1.1 Let f : X ! X be a continuous function on a locally compactmetric space. Assume that N � X is an isolating neighborhood which is thedisjoint union of compact sets N0 and N1, i.e.N = N0 [N1:Let S = Inv(N; f) and Si = Inv(Ni; f), i = 0; 1. If, for some positive integer n,the component CHn(S) of CH�(S) is �nite dimensional and�(�n(S0)) q �(�n(S1)) 6� �(�n(S))or �(�n(S)) n (�(�n(S0)) q �(�n(S1)))is not cyclic, then there exist a positive integer d and a continuous surjection� : S ! �+2 such that the diagramInv(N; f) Inv(N; f)fd -� ? �?�+ �+T -commutes.Because the amalgamation operation, rather than union, is used on thespectra of the Conley indices, the hypothesis of this theorem involves multiplicityof eigenvalues of the index isomorphisms.To begin to put Theorem 1.1 in perspective, let us begin by contrasting itwith the entropy conjecture. First, it is well known that the conjecture is false forarbitrary continuous functions [18], and hence, is restricted in its applicabilityto smooth manifolds. Theorem 1.1 applies to rather general topological spaces3



and does not require any smoothness. Second, except in dimensions less thanor equal to two and under additional smoothness assumptions [11] there areno general results of the nature that positive entropy necessarily implies theexistence of horseshoes. However, the existence of the semi-conjugacy onto thefull shift of Theorem 1.1 implies positive entropy. Third, the entropy conjectureis necessarily global, i.e. it can only be applied to an entire compact invariantmanifold. One of the strengths of Theorem 1.1 is that it can be applied \locally",i.e. N may be a small subset of X . Conversely, however, this theorem cannotbe applied to an entire manifold if it is connected, which may in some cases bea severe handicap. Finally, to apply the entropy conjecture only one quantity,f� : H�(X) ! H�(X) needs to be calculated. To apply Theorem 1.1 onemust be able to determine the sets N , Ni, and show that they are isolatingneighborhoods. Furthermore, one must be able to compute the spectra (notjust the radii) of the associated indices1.While the di�culty of �nding isolating neighborhoods and computing theConley index must not be dismissed it should also not be exaggerated. Theindex (and hence the spectrum) is invariant under continuation [1, 25]. Thus,as with degree theory, the actual computations may be performed in the set-ting of a simple system for which a homotopy to the problem of interest exists.Alternately, recent results indicate that it is possible to use the computer torigorously compute isolating neighborhoods and their corresponding Conley in-dices [4, 13, 14, 15].Theorem 1.1 is sharp. In [2] it is shown if �(�n(S0))q�(�n(S1)) � �(�n(S))and �(�n(S))n(�(�n(S0))q�(�n(S1))) is cyclic, there exists a dynamical systemf : X ! X with an isolating neighborhood N satisfying the hypothesis of The-orem 1.1 such that the set of trajectories in S which are not entirely containedin N0 and N1 is �nite. In particular, if �(�n(S)) n (�(�n(S0)) q �(�n(S1))) =[Ii=1Qi, where Qi is de�ned as above, then one can construct examples suchthat Sn(S0[S1) consists of distinct periodic orbits with periods ni, i = 1; � � � ; I:Finally, the Conley index is a topological generalization of the Morse index.In particular, if S is a hyperbolic �xed point, then from the Conley index of Sone can determine the Morse index of S. The Conley index, of course, is de�nedfor more general invariant sets and, in particular, does not require hyperbolic-ity. As was mentioned above, the power of Morse theory arises from the Morseinequalities which relate local and global information (see [5, Chapter 6]). Con-ley's connection matrices represent a generalization of this ([6, 7, 8, 9]). Thekey to all these relations is the existence of a Lyapunov function and hence thenon-existence of recurrent dynamics between the di�erent local objects. The-orem 1.1 shows that the Conley index extends the Morse index in yet anotherdirection. One of the key steps in the proof of this result is Proposition 3.1. Ifone interprets this as a statement that the hypothesis of the theorem preventsthe existence of a polynomial relation between the spectra of �(�n(Si)), i = 0; 1;1The algorithm described in the appendix of [10] remedies this last shortcoming4
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and �(�n(S)), then Theorem 1.1 can be thought of as showing that the lack ofsuch a polynomial implies the existence of full shift dynamics, a considerablystronger statement than just the existence of recurrent dynamics.On a more concrete level, consider the quintessential example of the Smalehorseshoe [21, 11, 19, 12]. Let f : S2 ! S2 and let N = N0 [ N1 � S2 be asindicated in Figure 1.Since f is a di�eomorphism, f� is the identity map. Thus, the entropy conjec-ture provides no information concerning the existence of the complicated dynam-ics. On the other hand, �(�1(S0)) = f1g, �(�1(S1)) = f�1g, and �(�1(S)) = ;,and hence, Theorem 1.1 applies. In this case of course one may use analysis, inthe form of the uniform expansion and contraction of f on N , to conclude thatd (the number of iterations of f needed to construct the semi-conjugacy) can be5



chosen equal to one and � can be chosen to be a homeomorphism. These latterconclusions cannot be obtained with Theorem 1.1.Even the following, much weaker, question cannot be answered positivelyunder the above mentioned hypothesis. Given a periodic orbit  � �+2 does��1() contain a periodic orbit? To see this consider F : S2 � S1 ! S2 � S1de�ned by F (x; e2�i�) = (f(x); e2�i�+1);i.e., the horseshoe crossed with irrational rotation on the circle. The map Fclearly has no periodic orbits though the theorem still applies. There are, how-ever, reasonable additional conditions on the space X and the map f which canbe imposed which force the existence of periodic orbits. The following proposi-tion, which can be proven as [24, Theorem 2.3], is a case in point.Proposition 1.2 Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 are satis�ed, X is anENR space and �(�q(S1)) = �(�q(S2)) = ; (1)for all q 2 Z and q 6= n. Then, each periodic point of T is an image of a periodicpoint of fd, with the same principal period.Remark 1.3 In essence the proof of Proposition 1.2 is an application of the Lef-schetz �xed point theorem. The constraint (1) implies that the trace conditiononly needs to be checked in the nth cohomology level, the same level at whichthe spectral information for Theorem 1.1 is assumed. It appears that obtaininggeneral nontrivial conditions on the necessary relationships of the spectra atdi�erent levels is a di�cult problem.To motivate the details of the next two sections and to indicate the di�cultiesof demonstrating Theorem 1.1 a sketch of the proof is presented here. The �rststep is to de�ne the semi-conjugacy � using the neighborhoods N0 and N1 asthe basis for the symbolic dynamics. With this in mind de�ne � : S ! f0; 1gby �(x) = � 0 if x 2 N0,1 if x 2 N1.Since N0 and N1 are disjoint, � is continuous. At this point the standardconstruction of the relationship between the dynamics of fd and the symbolicdynamics is obtained by de�ning � : S ! �+2 by�(x) := (�(x);�(fd(x));�(f2d(x));�(f3d(x)); : : :):Clearly, � is continuous and T �� = ��fd. However, it remains to show that � issurjective. This is where the algebraic topology of the Conley index is required.In particular, as will be explained in detail later, if the Conley index associatedto a particular sequence of symbols is nontrivial, then the sequence lies in the6



image of �. The di�cult point is to determine a priori from the indices of Sand Si which symbol sequences have non-trivial indices. This is the content ofSection 3 (c.f. also [10]).However, one must �rst deal with another issue: how to compare the Conleyindices of di�erent isolated invariant sets. The variant of the Conley index usedin the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 is due to M. Mrozek [16] and is de�ned asfollows. An index pair for an isolated invariant set S with respect to the map fconsists of a pair of compact set (N;L) satisfying:1. S = Inv(cl(N n L); f) � int(N n L),2. f(L) \N � L,3. f(N n L) � N .Observe that f : (N;L) ! (N [ f(L); L [ f(L)) and that excision gives rise toan isomorphism e� : H�(N;L)! H�(N [ f(L); L[ f(L)). Thus, one can de�nef�N;L := f� � e� : H�(N;L)! H�(N;L). Letgkerf�N;L := fv 2 H�(N;L) j (f�N;L)k(v) = 0 for some k 2 Z+g:Mrozek showed that CH�(S) := H�(N;L)=gkerf�N;L and the induced automor-phism ��(S) : CH�(S)! CH�(S) are invariants of S, i.e. they are independentof the index pair (N;L) of S. The problem with this construction is that theindex is given in terms of equivalence classes of CH�(N;L). More precisely,given CH�(S) and ��(S) there is no natural means by which one can recon-struct f�N;L : H�(N;L) ! H�(N;L). This is not a purely academic problem.The �rst result in the spirit of Theorem 1.1 can be found in [12]. As the readeris invited to check, much of the e�ort of that paper is dedicated to overcomingthis di�culty.In the next section we shall briey describe a more general version of theConley index due to A. Szymczak [25]. The important point of Szymczak'sresult is that we are able to use the map f�N;L : H�(N;L) ! H�(N;L) on arepresentative of the index. Because f�N;L is de�ned directly from the topology,it is straightforward to identify algebraic generators of H�(N;L) and their im-ages under f�N;L with subsets of N and their images under f . Thus while theassumptions of the theorem are made in terms of the spectral information onthe Conley index (information which is preserved by both Mrozek and Szym-czak's versions of the index) the �nal step of the proof implicitly uses the choiceof representative of the index f�N;L : H�(N;L) ! H�(N;L) which only makessense in Szymczak's formulation of the index.2 The Index �a la SzymczakAs was mentioned in the introduction the spectral information of the indices ofS and Si, i = 0; 1; is related using the extension of the Conley index developed7



by Szymczak. To describe his construction one begins by recalling the categoryof objects with a morphism. The reader is referred to [25, 26] for further details.Given a category K, the associated category of objects with a morphism,Km is de�ned as follows. The objects of Km are given byOb(Km) := f(V; f) j V 2 Ob(K) and f 2 MorK(V; V )gand the morphisms between objects in Km are the equivalence classesMorKm((V; f); (V 0; f 0)) := �f 2 MorK(V; V 0) j  � f = f 0 �  g � Z+� = �where ( 1; n1) � ( 2; n2) () 9 k 2 Z+;  2 � fn1+k =  1 � fn2+k:The morphisms in Km will be denoted by [ ; n]. The composition of two mor-phisms is given by [ 1; n1] � [ 2; n2] = [ 1 �  2; n1 + n2]:With this setting, Km is a well de�ned category with the identity morphism ofany object (V; f) given by [IdV ; 0].This category is used to extend the Conley index as follows. Given an indexpair (N;L), f induces a continuous map on the pointed quotient spacesfN;L : (N=L; [L])! (N=L; [L]):The index pair (N;L) is called regular if f�1N;L([L]) is a neighborhood of [L].Let S be an isolated invariant set with respect to a continuous map f :X ! X . The Conley index of S is the class of all objects isomorphic to((N=L; [L]); fN;L) in the categoryHm where (N;L) is an index pair for S and His the category of pointed topological spaces with homotopy classes of basepointpreserving maps serving as morphisms. In [25] it is shown that this de�nitionis independent of the index pair chosen and hence the index can be written ash(S; f) := [(N=L; [L]); fN;L] :Using the Alexander-Spanier cohomology functor with �eld coe�cients one ob-tains h�(S; f) := �H�(N=L; [L]); f�N;L�where the equivalence class consists of all isomorphic objects in the category ofgraded vector spaces with graded linear maps, Vm. In what follows h�(S; f) = 0will denote the equivalence class containing the trivial graded vector space withthe trivial graded map.The following theorem, while trivial, is fundamental.Theorem 2.1 If h�(S; f) 6= 0, then S 6= ;.8



The notation that will be introduced next is used to relate the indices ofS with those of isolated invariant subsets of S. Given ! = (!0; !1; : : : ; !k) 2f0; 1gk+1, de�ne N! := k\j=0 f�j(N!j )and S! := Inv(N!; fk+1);where N! is an isolating neighborhood for fk+1 with S! � S by [24, Proposition2.1]. By [17, Corollary 2] there exists a regular index pair (K;L) for S suchthat K � N . Let � : K ! K=L be the quotient map and given x 2 K set[x] := �(x). To simplify the notation set (Y; �y) := (K=L; [L]) and F := fK;L :(Y; �y)! (Y; �y). De�neYi := �(K \Ni) [ f�yg; i = 0; 1;and continuous maps ri; Fi : (Y; �y)! (Y; �y) given byri([x]) := �x if x 2 Yi,�y otherwiseand Fi := F � ri:Given ! 2 f0; 1gk+1 set F! := F!k � : : : � F!1 � F!0 :The following proposition indicates that the Conley indices of isolated invari-ant subsets of S can be viewed in terms of di�erent graded linear maps de�nedon the same graded vector space.Proposition 2.2 [24, Lemma 3.1] Given ! 2 f0; 1gk+1h�(S!; fk+1) = [H�(Y; �y); F �! ]:The �nal point which needs to be checked is that the spectral properties of F �iagree with the spectral information assumed in the statement of Theorem 1.1.First observe that given any linear map M : V ! V , there exists an integer Nsuch that for any n � N ,rank(MN ) = rank(Mn) 2 Z+ [ f1g:In this case the asymptotic rank of M is given byarank(M) := rank(MN ):9



Proposition 2.3 The spectral decomposition of isomorphic objects in Vm dif-fers only in the space corresponding to 0 eigenvalue.Proof. Notice that given n 2 Z+ if (V �; '�) is an object in Vm, then it isisomorphic to (V �=gker('�)n; ~'�), where ~'� is induced by '�.3 Existence of GeneratorsAs was indicated in the introduction, the spectral assumptions of Theorem 1.1must be used to obtain two distinct generators of a free semi-group. This willbe done using an argument based on the trace formula. As will become clearthe arguments of this section are independent of the index theory and work forarbitrary linear maps. In fact, they uncover an aspect of a broader problemconcerning random sequences drawn from a �nite (say with l elements) pool oflinear maps. Selecting only the sequences with the composition of positive rankgives rise to a subshift of f1; : : : ; lgN; and, from this perspective, what follows(Proposition 3.4) amounts to deciding when a power of this subshift factors ontothe full shift f0; 1gN. As shown in [10], existence of a factor (or even embedded)horseshoe is equivalent to non-vanishing of topological entropy, which in turn isalways detected by a certain spectral decomposition and can be tested for by a�nite algorithm. A general theory of these so called cocyclic subshifts o�ers alarge and yet unexplored spectrum of problems on the boundary of topologicaldynamics, ergodic theory, combinatorics and algebra | the interested readermay want to consult [10] for an introduction.The following notation will be used to generate and discuss products ofmatrices. Let ! = (!0; : : : ; !k) 2 f0; 1; : : : ; lgk+1. Its length is denoted byp(!) = k + 1. Given also ~! 2 f0; 1; : : : ; lg~k+1, we have the concatenation! ~! 2 f0; 1; : : : ; lgk+~k+2, ! ~! = (!0; : : : ; !k; ~!0; : : : ; ~!k): The sequence obtainedby repeating ! i-times is therefore denoted by !i 2 f0; : : : ; lg(k+1)i. The se-quence ! is minimal if there does not exist � 2 f0; 1; : : : ; lgj such that ! = �ifor some i.Now let A := (Ai : V ! V j i = 0; 1; : : : ; l) be a a �nite sequence of linearmaps de�ned on a �nite dimensional vector space V . De�neA := lXi=0 Aiand, given ! 2 f0; 1; : : : ; lgk+1, letA(!) := A!0 �A!1 � : : : �A!k :Finally, setG = GA := f! 2 f0; 1; : : : ; lgn+1 j n 2 N; ! is minimal; A(!) is not nilpotentg:10



The symbol #(G) will be used to denote the cardinality of the set G.Recall the following trace formula, [5, Lemma 5.2]. For any matrix M andcomplex number z, 1det(I � zM) = exp 1Xm=1 tr(Mm)m zm! : (2)The following equality is at the heart of the computations of this section(c.f. Theorem 9.1 in [10]).Proposition 3.1 If #(G) <1, then for all z 2 C,det(I � zA) = Y!2G det �I � zp(!)A(!)�1=p(!) : (3)Proof. Using the fact that the cardinality of G is �nite to reverse the orderof summation and (2) one has that,� ln(det(I � zA)) = � ln det I � z lXi=0 Ai!!= 1Xm=1 tr�(Pli=0 Ai)m�m zm= 1Xm=1 X!2f0;:::;lgm tr(A(!))m zm= X!2G 1Xn=1 tr(A(!)n)np(!) znp(!)= X!2G 1p(!) 1Xn=1 tr(A(!)n)n (zp(!))n= X!2G� 1p(!) ln�det(I � zp(!)A(!))�= � ln Y!2G det�I � zp(!)A(!)�1=p(!)! :Corollary 3.2 If #(G) <1, then #(G) � rank(A).From now on we restrict our attention to A = fA0; A1g and hence A =A0 +A1. 11



Proposition 3.3 If #(GA) =1, then there are k1; : : : ; km 2 N and !1; : : : ; !m 2GA not all equal (m � 2) such thatarank(A(!i)) = arank�A(!k11 )A(!k22 ) � � �A(!kmm )� > 0for i = 1; : : : ;m.Proof. Let GrA := f! 2 GA j arank(A(!)) = rg, r 2 N. Since # (GA) =1, there is q 2 N with # (GqA) = 1 and # (GrA) < 1 for r < q. Setp� := Q fp(!) j ! 2 GrA; r < qg (and p� = 1 when the product is vacuous). Let!0; : : : ; !k be k + 1 di�erent elements of GqA where k = dim(V ); and take ki'sdivisible by p� and large enough to guarantee that rank(A(�i)) = arank(A(�i))for �i := !kii , i = 0; : : : ; k.Observe that, for the sequence of matrices B := (A(�i))ki=0, we have # (GB) =1, since otherwise # (GB) � k by Corollary 3.2 and k + 1 = #B � #(GB) = kis a contradiction. Because # (GB) =1, there are m � 2 and i1; : : : ; im not allequal and such that ~A := A(�i1 ) � � �A(�im) is non-nilpotent. Set ~q := arank( ~A);clearly ~q � q.Suppose that ~q < q. Then � := �i1 � � ��im = �s for some � 2 G ~qA and s 2 N.Because p(�) divides p� and so p(�) also divides p(�ij ), !ij = �sj for some sj 2N, j = 1; : : : ;m. We conclude that !ij 2 G ~qA | which contradicts the choice of!i's as elements of GqA. In this way, it must be that ~q = q and arank(A(!i)) =arank�A(!k1i1 )A(!k2i2 ) � � �A(!kmim )� = q, which conludes the proof.The following proposition provides for the existence of the desired pair ofnon-nilpotent matrices. Given a linear map M , let ��(M) denote the nonzerospectrum of M .Proposition 3.4 Let A0; A1 : V ! V be linear maps such that��(A0) q ��(A1) 6� ��(A0 +A1) (4)or given containment,��(A0 + A1) n (��(A0) q ��(A1)) (5)is not cyclic. Then, there exist a positive integer d and distinct sequences �; � 2f0; 1gd+1 with the following property. Let	0 = A(�)	1 = A(�);then given any positive integer n and any sequence ! 2 f0; 1gn, 	(!) is notnilpotent. 12



Proof. Assume that #(GfA0;A1g) <1. Thendet(I � zA) = Y!2G det �I � zp(!)A(!)�1=p(!) : (6)The degree of the polynomials on the left and right hand sides of the equationmust agree and hence ��(A0) q ��(A1) � ��(A0 + A1). Obviously this is acontradiction if one assumes (4). If the condition (5) is satis�ed, then equation(6) becomesY�2� (1� z�) = Y!2G� Y�(!)2��(A(!))�1� zp(!)�(!)�1=p(!) ; (7)where � := ��(A0+A1) n (��(A0)q��(A1)) and G� := G n f0; 1g. Notice thatfor each � 2 �, there exits !� 2 G� such that �p(!�) 2 ��(A(!�)). Therefore,the reciprocal of all p(!�)-th roots of �p(!�) are roots of the polynomial in theright hand side of (7). This is also a contradiction. Hence #GfA0;A1g =1.From Proposition 3.3 we have k1; : : : ; km 2 N and !1; : : : ; !m 2 GA not allequal (m � 2) such thatarank(A(!i)) = arank�A(!k11 )A(!k22 ) � � �A(!kmm )� = q > 0 (8)for i = 1; : : : ;m: Let ~� := !k11 and ~� := !k11 � � �!kmm . Finally, de�ne� := ~�p( ~�)� := ~�p(~�)and d = p(~�)p( ~�).The conclusion now follows from (8) because, taking 	0 = A(�) and 	1 =A(�), we have that rank(	(�)) = q > 0 for any �nite binary sequence � 2f0; 1gn.4 Proof of Theorem 1.1The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now a simple compilation of the results of theprevious section.Let Fi : (Y; �y)! (Y; �y) be as de�ned in Section 2. Switching to the notationof Section 3, let Ai := Fni : Hn(Y; �y)! Hn(Y; �y); i = 0; 1:Then A0 +A1 = A := Fn : Hn(Y; �y)! Hn(Y; �y). By Proposition 2.3��(Ai) = �(�n(Si)) i = 0; 113



and ��(A) = �(�n(S)):Choose a positive integer d and distinct sequences �; � 2 f0; 1gd according toProposition 3.4. Let 	0 := A(�) and 	1 := A(�).Since � and � are distinct there exists a 2 f0; : : : ; d� 1g such that �a 6= �a.De�ne � : S ! �+2 by�(x) = (�(fa(x));�(fa+d(x));�(fa+2d(x));�(fa+3d(x)); : : :):It needs to be shown that � is surjective. Since S is compact it is su�cient toprove that �(S) is a dense subset of �+2 . To this end, let s = (s0; s1; : : : ; sm�1) 2f0; 1gm. It will be shown that there exists x 2 S such that the �rst m terms of�(x) are s.De�ne a sequence! := (c00; : : : ; c0d�1; c10; : : : ; c1d�1; : : : ; cm�10 ; : : : ; cm�1d�1 ) 2 f0; 1gmdaccording to whether (i) �a = 0 and �a = 1, or (ii) �a = 1 and �a = 0. In the�rst case (i) let (ci0; : : : ; cid�1) = � (�0; �1; : : : ; �d�1) if si = 0,(�0; �1; : : : ; �d�1) if si = 1.If the latter case (ii) let(ci0; : : : ; cid�1) = � (�0; �1; : : : ; �d�1) if si = 0,(�0; �1; : : : ; �d�1) if si = 1.Observe that for each i = 0; : : : ;m� 1,	si = A(ci0; : : : ; cid�1):By Propositions 2.2 and 3.4h�(S!; fmd) = �H�(Y; �y);	s0 �	s1 � : : : �	sm�1� 6= 0:By Theorem 2.1, S! 6= ;:Let x 2 S!. By de�nition x 2 m�1\i=0 d�1\j=0 f�(j+di)(Ncij ):Therefore, fa+di(x) 2 Ncia . However, in case (i)cia = ��a = 0 if si = 0�a = 1 if si = 1,14
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